06 - Building Lists Recursively
Spring 2018 – COMP110

Announcements
• Review Session: Tomorrow Night at 5pm in SN014
• Tutoring: Friday from 12-4pm in SN115
• PS01 – On Point Functions – Due Sunday at 11:59pm
• Midterm
• Moved back to 2/27 due to snow delaying the schedule

1. What is printed? pollev.com/compunc
let list: List<number> = cons(2, cons(1, null));
list = cons(3, list);
list = cons(4, list);
print(first(rest(list)));

2. What is printed? pollev.com/compunc
let list: List<number> = cons(2, cons(1, null));
print(rest(rest(rest(list))));

3. What is printed? pollev.com/compunc
let fun = (list: List<number>): number => {
if (list === null) {
return 0;
} else {
return first(list) + fun(rest(list));
}
};
export let main = async () => {
let list: List<number> = cons(4, cons(3, cons(2, null)));
print(fun(list));
};

What do we know about Lists?
• The end of a List is null
• Implies: An empty list is null.

• The fundamental functions of working with Lists
1. The cons function constructs Lists by adding a value to the front of a List
2. The first function returns the first value of a List
3. The rest function returns a sub-List without the first value

The listify function simplifies making a List
• A built-in helper function named listify can be given any number of
arguments and returns a List containing those arguments in the same order
• To use it, we'll need to import it from the "introcs/list" library:
import { listify } from "introcs/list";

• Usage:

let ages: List<number>;
ages = listify(18, 22, 19);
let names: List<string>;
names = listify("Kevin", "Michael", "Pam");

Rules of Recursive Functions
1. Test for a base case
• If you do not, the function will probably error (null errors or infinite recursion)
• Lists: Check if the list is an empty list? if (list === null) { //..

2. Always change at least one argument when recurring
• If you do not, the function will infinitely recur (leads to stack overflow error)
• Lists: Always recur on the rest of the list: rest(list)

Building Lists Recursively
• Until now, our recursive functions took a List as a parameter and then
recursively computed a single value
• Can we write a function that takes a List as a parameter and then
builds and returns another List?
• To build a List, we'll process the first value of the List and cons it onto
the result of processing the rest of the list recursively
• So far, our recursive functions have processed the first value of a List
• Now we'll use the cons function to add a value on to the front of a new List

Follow-Along: Acronymify
• Goal: Given a List of strings (words), return a List of the first letters of
each string
• Pseudo-code:
• Is the list empty? Return an empty list!
• Else, return a new list with the first letter of the first word prepended to this
same process applied recursively to the rest of the list.

• Let's open 00-acronymify-app.ts

let acronymify = (words: List<string>): List<string> => {
// If the words list is empty
if (words === null) {
// Then, return an empty list
return null;
} else {
// Otherwise, process the first value
let letter: string = first(words).substr(0, 1);
// And then cons it onto acronymify applied
// to the rest of the words
return cons(letter, acronymify(rest(words)));
}
};
export let main = async () => {
let original = listify("University", "of", "North", "Carolina");
// Test the acryonymify function
let acronym = acronymify(original);
print(original);
print(acronym);
};

Tracing acronymify
let acronymify = (words: List<string>): List<string> => {
if (words === null) {
return null;
} else {
let letter: string = first(words).substr(0, 1);
return cons(letter, acronymify(rest(words)));
}
};

acronymify( "Michael" →

"Jordan" →

null );

Tracing acronymify
let acronymify = (words: List<string>): List<string> => {
if (words === null) {
return null;
} else {
let letter: string = first(words).substr(0, 1);
return cons(letter, acronymify(rest(words)));
}
};

acronymify( "Michael" →
cons( "M",

"Jordan" →

null );

acronymify( "Jordan" →

null ) );

To build a list, process the first value, and then cons it onto the result
of repeating the same process recursively on the rest of the list.

Tracing acronymify
let acronymify = (words: List<string>): List<string> => {
if (words === null) {
return null;
} else {
let letter: string = first(words).substr(0, 1);
return cons(letter, acronymify(rest(words)));
}
};

acronymify( "Michael" →
cons( "M",

"Jordan" →

null );

acronymify( "Jordan" →
cons( "J",

null ) );

acronymify( null ) );

To build a list, process the first value, and then cons it onto the result
of repeating the same process recursively on the rest of the list.

Tracing acronymify
let acronymify = (words: List<string>): List<string> => {
if (words === null) {
return null;
} else {
let letter: string = first(words).substr(0, 1);
return cons(letter, acronymify(rest(words)));
}
};

acronymify( "Michael" →
cons( "M",

"Jordan" →

null );

acronymify( "Jordan" →
cons( "J",

null ) );

acronymify( null ) );

null

Tracing acronymify
let acronymify = (words: List<string>): List<string> => {
if (words === null) {
return null;
} else {
let letter: string = first(words).substr(0, 1);
return cons(letter, acronymify(rest(words)));
}
};

acronymify( "Michael" →
cons( "M",

"Jordan" →

null );

acronymify( "Jordan" →
cons( "J",

null );
null

null ) );

Tracing acronymify
let acronymify = (words: List<string>): List<string> => {
if (words === null) {
return null;
} else {
let letter: string = first(words).substr(0, 1);
return cons(letter, acronymify(rest(words)));
}
};

acronymify( "Michael" →
cons( "M",

"Jordan" →

null );

cons( "J", null ) );
cons( "J",

null );

Tracing acronymify
let acronymify = (words: List<string>): List<string> => {
if (words === null) {
return null;
} else {
let letter: string = first(words).substr(0, 1);
return cons(letter, acronymify(rest(words)));
}
};

cons( "M",

cons( "J", null ) );

cons( "M",

cons( "J", null ) );

Tracing acronymify

"M" →

"J" →

cons( "M",

null

let acronymify = (words: List<string>): List<string> => {
if (words === null) {
return null;
} else {
let letter: string = first(words).substr(0, 1);
return cons(letter, acronymify(rest(words)));
}
};

cons( "J", null ) );

Best Practices when Writing and Testing Functions
Step 1) Write a "function definition skeleton" meaning:
1. Declare the function with the correct name, parameters, and return type
2. Return a "dummy" value to begin with.
•
•
•
•

Return type is number? Return 0.
Return type is string? Return "?".
Return type is boolean? Return false.
Return type is List<TYPE>? Return null.

Step 2) Write some example use cases of calling this function from your main
function. Store the returned values in variables and print the results.
Step 3) Once you know the test calls in step 2 are working, go back to the
function definition and work on correctly implementing its logic.
Step 4) Try different arguments in your test cases to help you convince
yourself your implementation is correct.

Rules of Recursive Functions
1. Test for a base case
2. Always change at least one argument when recurring

3. To build a list, process the first value, and then cons it onto the result
of repeating the same process recursively on the rest of the list

Giving Instructions to a Bouncer
• "To build a list, process the first value, and then cons it onto the
result of repeating the same process recursively on the rest of the
list."
• This is dense. Let's consider an analogy.

• Pretend you're the owner of the hottest club in Chapel Hill

• What are the (recursive) instructions would you give to the bouncer?

Bouncer Algorithm
If the entrance line is empty, then your work is done.
Otherwise,
If the person at the front of the line is 21 or over, then cons them in
followed by repeating this same process on the rest of the line.
Else, ignore their desperate pleas, and repeat this same process on
the rest of the line.

Follow-along: Bouncer Attempt #1
• Let's try implementing the bouncer algorithm together
• Open 01-bouncer-first-app.ts

Follow-along: Bouncer Attempt #1
let bouncer = (line: List<number>): List<number> => {
if (line === null) {
return null;
} else {
let person: number = first(line);
if (person < 21) {
return rest(line);
} else {
return cons(person, bouncer(rest(line)));
}
}
};

Hands-on #1 - Bouncer Fix
• Open 02-bouncer-all-app.ts - the starting point is where we left off in 01bouncer-first-app.ts
• Your goal: fix the nested if-then-else case that handles values under 21.
• What's wrong? The whole rest of the line is being returned! People
under 21 are being let in!

• What's the fix? The same bouncer process needs to be repeated
recursively on the rest of the line! How can you achieve this?
Hint: Only one additional function call is needed.

• Check-in on PollEv.com/compunc when your bar line only has values >= 21

let bouncer = (line: List<number>): List<number> => {
if (line === null) {
return null;
} else {
let person: number = first(line);

if (person < 21) {
return bouncer(rest(line));
} else {
return cons(person, bouncer(rest(line)));
}
}
};

• Notice the difference between these two branches.

• When the first person is under 21, the result is only the bouncer function applied to
the rest of the line.
• When the first person is 21 or over, the result is consing the current person onto the
front of a new List, followed by the bouncer function applied to the rest of the line.

Bouncer Blacklist
• What if we wanted to bounce via a blacklist of banned members?
• Last lecture we implemented a function named: includes

• includes took 2 arguments: a List and a value to test whether it was in the List

• How can we reuse this function to implement a blacklist bouncer?

• First question when designing a function:
• What inputs does it need?
• In this case:

1. a List (line) of people to process
2. a List of banned names

Hands-on: The bounceList Function
1.

Switch to 03-blacklist-app.ts and read through the code

2.

At the TODO, write an if-then-else statement that tests to see:

3.

IF the banned list includes the person at the front of the list
1.
2.

Hint: test with includes(banned, person)
Then: return the result of repeating the same process recursively on the rest of the list – don't
forget to include the banned list as the 2nd argument!

4.

ELSE return the result of cons'ing the person onto the result of repeating the same
process recursively on the rest of the list

5.

Check-in on pollev.com/compunc when complete. Done? Try testing other values in
the main function.

let bounceList = (line: List<string>, banned: List<string>): List<string> => {
if (line === null) {
return null;
} else {
let person: string = first(line);
if (includes(banned, person)) {
return bounceList(rest(line), banned);
} else {
return cons(person, bounceList(rest(line), banned));
}
}
};

Process Abstraction
• On Thursday we wrote the function includes
• Today we used the function includes
• Did we have to remember exactly how it worked at a granular level
and think through it step-by-step? No!
• Process abstraction allows us to write a function once, give it a name,
and then write more complex functions that reuse other functions.

Rules of Recursive Functions
1. Test for a base case
2. Always change at least one argument when recurring

3. To build a list, process the first value, and then cons it onto the result
of repeating the same process recursively on the rest of the list

